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On Sep 20, 2016, at 6:20 PM, HI&RH Prince William-Bullock III: Stewart 
<protectingmyrights@yahoo.com> wrote:
Please post far and wide on the Internet and to all of your email lists:

The United States agreed to honor the land claims issued to those in the Mexican Republic in order to 
convince the property owners to go along with the 1848 Treaty of Peace and Friendship  between the 
United States and the Mexican Republic that was ratified by the United States Senate.

The federal government after WWII allowed local governments in the approximately 8 southwestern 
states acquired in that International Treaty, commonly called the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, to ignore 
the sovereign land patents previously confirmed separately and individually by the federal District 
Courts, Courts of Appeal, and U.S. Supreme Court, after the signing of the treaty and confirmation by 
the U.S. Senate in 1848. The local governments began taxing sovereign land patents in fraud. The land 
ownership on these sovereign land patents is supposed to be in fee simple, and not in feud. Ownership 
in fee simple is exempt from taxation, exempt from lien, exempt from levy, exempt from easement, 
exempt from condemnation, exempt from annexation. Sovereign land cannot be taken away from the 
owner.
 
I wrote a letter to my United States Congresswoman about this violation of International Treaty Law by all 
the local (city and county) governments in the southwestern United States that were acquired thru the 
Treaty of Peace and Friendship between the United States and the Mexican Republic. See attached 
letter to Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren.

There has been a massive fraud upon the American people that was started between 1946 and 1955, to 
overlay sovereign land of the land patents with parcel maps which were then taxed as non-sovereign 
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land by the local city and county governments. 

If you want to learn more about how to own your land in fee simple, as sovereign land, owned therefore 
by a sovereign, then go to www.landpatentguru.com

“Constructive fraud occurs when there is a breach of a legal or equitable duty that, irrespective of guilt, 
the law declares fraudulent because of its tendency to deceive others, to violate confidence, or to injure 
public interests . . . . An example of constructive, as opposed to actual, fraud involves the failure to 
disclose facts when there is a duty to make a disclosure. . . .” William V. Dorsaneo III, Texas Litigation 
Guide, Vol. 4, Ch. 55 (Matthew Bender & Company, Inc.: New York, 2016) (“Dorsaneo”), p. 55-5.
“The most important and common type of constructive fraud supporting the imposition of constructive 
trusts involves the breach of a fiduciary or confidential relationship . . . . When an abuse of a confidential 
or fiduciary relationship is alleged, the burden of proof is on the fiduciary to establish the fairness of the 
transaction, that there was full disclosure of all facts and circumstances, and that there was good faith 
and the absence of pressure or influence on the part of the fiduciary . . . .”  Id. at 55-8.
“Fiduciary relationships are those that, as a matter of law, are relationships of trust and confidence. . . .” 
 Id. at 55-9.
Every judge is a fiduciary toward the public, of which Petitioner is a part; to wit:

“‘Fraud in its elementary common law sense of deceit — and this is 
one of the meanings that fraud bears in the statute, see United States 
v. Dial, 757 F.2d 163, 168 (7th Cir.1985) — includes the deliberate 
concealment of material information in a setting of fiduciary 
obligation. 

A public official is a fiduciary toward the public, including, in the case 
of a judge, the litigants who appear before him, and if he deliberately 
conceals material information from them, he is guilty of fraud. . . .’ ” 
McNally v. United States, 483 U.S. 350, 371–372 (1987), quoting Judge 
Posner in United States v. Holzer, 816 F.2d 304 (1987).
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